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After China’s WTO entry, the steps of financial reform and opening-up has 
increasingly accelerated, the competition in banking sector has become much fierce, 
and the governance structure and mechanism of domestic banks is getting deepened 
gradually. Under such background, organization restructuring is the fundamental 
solution, especially in the maturing market competition focusing on efficiency, where 
reorganization is the key success factor to banks’ development. It’s a new topic for 
building the core competitiveness considering reorganization’s profound impact on 
integration of organizational components and operation efficiency.  
 
Currently, though domestic banks have accomplished its shareholding reform, the 
organization and operation of those Chinese banks are still perceived as with deep 
traditional organization approach. It would not be easy for Chinese banks to 
accommodate to the completely new requirements raised from open financial 
competition and to survive, if they do not continuously develop restructuring and 
improve management efficiency, in this economic and financial globalization. 
Therefore, the study on banking institution’s structuring and transformation can help 
further improve the organization and mechanism, and provide directive for future 
development of banks.   
 
The paper adopts Bank of Beijing as a real case study and conducts deep analysis on 
organizational issues that Bank of Beijing has encountered during its development and 
their causes, taking into consideration of best practice from international advanced 
banks and research findings on organization theory, with proposed direction and 
recommendations for the bank’s future organization restructuring. As a 
medium/small-sized bank, the experience of Bank of Beijing could be much relevant 
for other medium/small-sized Chinese banks as reference for restructuring. 
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